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Details of Visit:

Author: OrianoPuccini
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 7 Oct 2014 15:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 260
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: lucy play bunny
Website: http://www.oxfordshire-escort.com
Phone: 07776341157

The Premises:

Lovely, smart flat/apartment impeccably maintained and presented - super sized rooms and en-
suite facilities - very safe and discreet - local street parking

The Lady:

Tall, slim, leggy, softly tanned and toned body, topped by a mane of silky brown hair framing a
perfectly sculpted face and arresting deep blue eyes - an astonishing combination - breathtaking.
And this feline creature is always an impeccable and stylish dresser in her choice of welcoming
outfits - exquisite - such taste! So - although the previous reviewer, one plagiarist iBone has stolen
my best descriptive words they can be repeated because they are so true. Smart, stylish, intelligent,
funny and so easy to make laugh and laugh with, warm, soft, sensual, sexy, acutely responsive and
sexually aware - so totally female - this is one very special lady. I adore my time with her - and her
enthusiasm to experience,share and embrace 'things new'. I'm just smitten - and she's a great cook
and gourmet to boot! I smile at the very thought of her.

The Story:

Lucy and I luckily share a common (partial Italian) background so we have a head start establishing
the kind of sex that suits us both - naturally. It just comes together every time - lots of gentleness
and caressing and respect - and recognition of 'todays feelings' - gradually building towards a
natural outcome and ensuring we're always together in that. I like that and enjoy giving as well as
taking as she's just so sexually aware and responsive - and it creates an outstanding and satisfying
GFE every time. 'Vanilla' sex it might be (except some of our role play 'experiments') but that suits
me and takes me back to her place with great anticipation and enthusiasm - always.
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